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The nuclear modification of jet splitting in relativistic heavy-ion collisions at RHIC and the LHC
energies is studied based on the higher twist formalism. Assuming coherent energy loss for the two
splitted subjets, a non-monotonic jet energy dependence is found for the nuclear modification of jet
splitting function: strongest modification at intermediate jet energies whereas weaker modification
for larger or smaller jet energies. Combined with the smaller size and lower density of the QGP
medium at RHIC than at the LHC, this explains the CMS-STAR groomed jet puzzle – strong nuclear
modification of the momentum sharing zg distribution at the LHC whereas no obvious modification
of the zg distribution at RHIC. In contrast, the observed nuclear modification pattern of the groomed
jet zg distribution cannot be explained solely by independent energy loss of the two subjets. Our
result may be tested in future measurements of groomed jets with lower jet energies at the LHC
and larger jet energies at RHIC, for different angular separations between the two subjets.

I. INTRODUCTION

Jet quenching has been regarded as one of the most im-
portant tools to study the novel properties of the quark-
gluon plasma (QGP) created in relativistic heavy-ion
collisions at the Relativistic Heavy-Ion Collider (RHIC)
and the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [1–3]. When high
transverse momentum jet partons produced at the early
stage of heavy-ion collisions propagate through the hot
and dense QGP, they interact with the medium con-
stituents [4–10]. This not only modifies the total energy
of the jet partons, but also changes the distribution of
the energy inside and outside the jet cone.
Earlier studies on jet-medium interaction and jet

quenching in heavy-ion collisions have mainly concen-
trated on the nuclear suppression of high transverse mo-
mentum hadron production [11–14], which tends to be
more sensitive to the energy loss effect on the leading
parton of jet [15–17]. The studies of jet-related cor-
relation measurements, such as dihadron and γ-hadron
correlations, have provided additional information on
jet-medium interaction: the nuclear modification of the
away-side jet or hadron yields may be sensitive to jet
energy loss [18–20], while the back-to-back angular dis-
tributions may be utilized to probe the medium-induced
transverse momentum broadening [21–24].
After the launch of the LHC, much attention has been

paid to the production and nuclear modification of full
jets in relativistic heavy-ion collisions [25–35]. Various
full jet observables have been explored and have provided
much more detailed information about the interaction
between jets and the QGP medium [36–59]. The nuclear
modification of single inclusive jet rates, dijet and γ-jet
transverse momentum imbalance distribution, etc., have
clearly shown that full jets may experience a significant
amount of energy loss during their propagation through
the hot and dense QGP medium. The nuclear modifi-
cation of jet substructure observables, such as jet shape

function and jet fragmentation function, have indicated
that the inner hard cone of the full jets is difficult to
be modified while the outer soft part of the jets may be
easily affected by the traversed QGP.
Recently, a new jet substructure observable, namely,

the momentum sharing (zg) distribution of the groomed
jets, has been studied in relativistic heavy-ion collisions
[60, 61]. It utilizes the jet grooming algorithms [60–65]
to investigate the internal structure of the full jets by
removing the soft components of the jets. In the soft
drop de-clustering procedure [60, 61] as adopted by CMS
and STAR Collaborations, a reconstructed full jet (with
radius R using the anti-kT algorithm) is first re-clustered
using the Cambridge-Aachen (C/A) algorithm and then
de-clustered by dropping the softer branch until finding
two hard branches with the following condition satisfied:

min(pT1, pT2)

pT1 + pT2
≡ zg > zcut

(

∆R

R

)β

, (1)

where pT1 and pT2 are transverse momenta of the two
hard sub-jets, ∆R is their angular separation, zcut is the
lower limit of the momentum sharing zg [61]. CMS and
STAR have measured the normalized zg distribution with
zcut = 0.1, β = 0 and ∆R ≥ ∆ = 0.1 [66, 67]. The
momentum sharing zg distribution provides a unique op-
portunity to study the hard splitting of the partonic jet,
and can be directly used to probe the medium-induced
jet splitting function in the presence of the hot and dense
QGP.
The experimental measurements from CMS Collabo-

ration [66] have indeed seen strong nuclear modification
of the groomed jet zg distribution at the LHC. Interest-
ingly, the strength of the nuclear modification diminishes
with increasing jet energies, which is consistent with some
theoretical studies [68–70]. However, the measurements
from STAR Collaboration [67] have observed no obvious
modification (at lower jet energies) at RHIC; this seems
to contradict with the expectation from the CMS result
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in terms of the jet energy dependence of the nuclear mod-
ification of the zg distribution.
In this work, we present our study on the nuclear mod-

ification of the jet splitting in relativistic heavy-ion colli-
sions at RHIC and the LHC based on the higher twist for-
malism [71, 72]. We find a non-monotonic jet energy de-
pendence of the nuclear modification of jet splitting func-
tion: strongest at intermediate jet energies, and weaker
at larger or smaller jet energies. This result is essential to
explain the CMS-STAR groomed jet puzzle, i.e., strong
nuclear modification of the momentum sharing zg distri-
bution (with the strength diminishing with increasing jet
pT) at the LHC whereas no obvious nuclear modification
of the zg distribution at RHIC. Another interesting find-
ing is that the measured nuclear modification pattern of
the zg distribution of groomed jets cannot be explained
solely by independent energy loss of the two subjets.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we pro-

vide a brief introduction to the framework that we utilize
to study jet splitting and its nuclear modification in rel-
ativistic heavy-ion collisions. In Sec. III we present our
numerical results and compare them to the experimental
data of the groomed jet zg distribution from both CMS
and STAR. In Sec. IV and V, we analyze in detail the
origin of the non-monotonic jet energy dependence of the
nuclear modification of jet splitting function and the ef-
fect of independent energy loss for the two subjets. The
summary is provided in Sec. VI.

II. JET SPLITTING IN VACUUM AND QGP

Using the jet grooming algorithms and the soft drop
de-clustering procedure, CMS and STAR have measured
the normalized distribution for the momentum sharing
variable zg between the two subjets in the groomed jets,

p(zg) =
1

Nevt

dNevt

dzg
. (2)

The zg distribution may be directly related to the parton
splitting function as follows [61, 68]:

pi(zg) =

∫ k2

R

k2

∆

dk2
⊥
P i(zg, k

2
⊥
)

∫ 1/2

zcut
dx

∫ k2

R

k2

∆

dk2
⊥
P i(x, k2⊥)

, (3)

in which i denotes the jet flavor, k⊥ represents the trans-
verse momentum of the splitted daughter parton with
respect to the parent parton, k∆ and kR are its lower
and upper limits. The symmetrized transverse momen-
tum dependent parton splitting function P i(x, k

2
⊥
) is ob-

tained by summing over all possible splitting channels:

P i(x, k
2
⊥
) =

∑

j,l

[

Pi→j,l(x, k
2
⊥
) + Pi→j,l(1 − x, k2

⊥
)
]

. (4)

In the light cone coordinate, one may define the four-
momentum of the parent parton at mid-rapidity as

[pT, 0,~0], and then the four-momenta of two daugh-

ter partons can be written as [xpT, k
2
⊥
/(2xpT), ~k⊥] and

[(1 − x)pT, k
2
⊥
/(2(1− x)pT),−~k⊥]. One may derive the

geometric relation between k⊥ and the relative angle θ
between the two daughter partons as: k⊥ = 2pTx(1 −
x) tan(θ/2). Therefore, the boundaries of k⊥ integration
read: k∆ = 2pTx(1 − x) tan(∆/2) and kR = 2pTx(1 −
x) tan(R/2) in Eq. (3).
In the presence of QGP medium, the parton split-

ting function in Eq. (4) has both vacuum and medium-
induced contributions:

Pi(x, k
2
⊥
) = P vac

i (x, k2
⊥
) + Pmed

i (x, k2
⊥
). (5)

The vacuum part of the splitting function reads:

P vac
i (x, k2⊥) =

αs

2π
P vac
i (x)

1

k2
⊥

, (6)

where αs is the strong coupling constant and P vac
i (x)

is the standard transverse momentum independent split-
ting function in vacuum. To account for the running cou-
pling effect, we take the scale in αs as: Q2 = k2

⊥
/[x(1 −

x)]. In this work, the medium-induced contribution to
the parton splitting function is taken from the higher
twist formalism [71, 72]:

Pmed
i (x, k2⊥) =

2αs

πk4
⊥

P vac
i (x)

∫

dτq̂g(τ) sin
2

(

τ

2τf

)

, (7)

where τ represents the time of parton-medium interac-
tion, q̂g is the gluon jet transport coefficient which de-
notes the transverse momentum broadening per unit time
via elastic scatterings, and τf = 2Ex(1 − x)/k2

⊥
is the

formation time of the radiation (splitting) with E as the
energy of the parent parton.
To evaluate the medium-induced splitting function in

realistic heavy-ion collisions, we couple Eq. (7) to hy-
drodynamic models [73–76] that provide the space-time
evolution of the QGP fireballs. With the knowledge of
the local temperature T and flow four-velocity u along
the path of a given jet, the local q̂ is calculated via:

q̂(τ, ~r) = q̂0
T 3(τ, ~r)

T 3
0 (τ0,~0)

p · u(τ, ~r)
p0

, (8)

where T0(τ0,~0) and q̂0 are defined as the initial tem-
perature and transport coefficient at the center of cen-
tral (0-10%) A+A collisions, pµ is the four-momentum
of the propagating parton, and the p · u/p0 factor takes
into account the flow effect on the effective value of q̂
[77]. Throughout our following discussion, q̂ generally
denotes the quark transport coefficient; the gluon trans-
port coefficient q̂g can be converted via the Casmir factors
q̂CA/CF .
To directly compare to the measured jet splitting func-

tion pobs(zg) observed at a given pT ∈ (pT,1, pT,2) range
in the experiments, one needs to convolute the above
splitting function p(zg) with both the initial parton spec-
tra and the jet energy loss calculation (in the presence of
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the medium). The expression for the observed zg distri-
bution reads:

pobs(zg) =
1

σtotal

∑

j=q,g

∫

d2XP( ~X)

×
∫ pini

T,2=pobs

T,2+∆E2

pini

T,1
=pobs

T,1
+∆E1

dpiniT

dσj

dpiniT

pj(zg|piniT ). (9)

Here, P( ~X) denotes the probability distribution for the

initial production vertex ~X of the jet parton in the trans-
verse plane (for A+A collisions) which is obtained via the
Glauber model calculation. The initial momentum space
distribution of jet partons are calculated using the lead-
ing order perturbative QCD cross sections convoluted
with the CTEQ parameterizations [78] for the parton dis-
tribution function and the EPS09 parametrizations [79]
for the initial state nuclear shadowing effect in A+A col-
lisions. In the following discussion, the superscript “obs”
on the left hand side of Eq. (9) will be neglected for
simplicity. The energy loss ∆E experienced by a given
jet, which depends on the path (and thus its production
vertex and propagation direction), can in principle be ob-
tained via the integral of the medium-induced splitting
function weighted by the energy of emitted gluon:

∆E =

∫

dxdk2
⊥
(xE)P

med
(x, k2

⊥
)θ(

1

2
− x)θ(k⊥ − kR).

(10)
Here, we only consider the energy loss due to the out-
of-cone radiation and treat the energy loss of the two
splitted subjets as a single parent jet parton interacting
with the medium and lose energy coherently. This is mo-
tivated by the fact that using independent energy loss
for the two subjets cannot explain the observed pattern
for the nuclear modification of the momentum sharing zg
distribution, as will be illustrated in details in Sec. V.
Note that the semi-analytical evaluation of Eq. (10) ne-
glects the effects due to the possible multiple soft split-
tings and the variation of parton energy during the prop-
agation through the medium. To account for these ef-
fects, in this work we use the linear Boltzmann trans-
port (LBT) model [24, 80, 81], that is based on the same
higher twist formalism, to simulate the medium modi-
fied parton showers through the QGP and extract the
amount of energy (∆E) that flows outside the jet cone
R. Since a large cone size R = 0.4 is used in this work,
∆E is usually small as compared to the initial jet energy.
We have verified that the obtained jet energy loss with
this state-of-the-art parton-by-parton simulation quanti-
tatively agrees with the direct estimation using Eq. (10)
except for very small jet energies for which the effect of
jet energy variation during its propagation is more im-
portant.
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Vacuum jet splitting function for differ-
ent jet pT ranges compared to the groomed jet measurements
in p+p collisions at

√

sNN = 5.02 TeV by CMS [66], in p+p
collisions at

√

sNN = 200 GeV by STAR [67], and in p-Pb
collisions at

√

sNN = 5.02 TeV by ALICE [82].

III. NUCLEAR MODIFICATION OF JET

SPLITTING AT RHIC AND THE LHC

In this section, we provide the numerical results for the
nuclear modification of jet splitting function at the LHC
and RHIC and compare them to the experimental data
from CMS and STAR Collaborations. The nuclear mod-
ification factor of jet splitting function, Rp(zg), is defined
as the ratio between the medium-modified p(zg) in A+A
collisions and the vacuum p(zg) in p+p collisions:

Rp(zg) =
p(zg) |AA

p(zg) |pp
, (11)

where the denominator is the p+p baseline that only
includes the vacuum contribution, while the numerator
is for A+A collisions and includes both vacuum and
medium-induced contributions.
We first show in Fig. 1 the vacuum jet splitting func-

tion for different jet pT ranges. The experimental data
for the groomed jet momentum sharing zg distribution
in p+p collisions at

√
sNN = 5.02 TeV from CMS Col-

laboration, in p+p collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV from

STAR Collaboration, and in p-Pb collisions at
√
sNN =

5.02 TeV from ALICE Collaboration, are shown for com-
parison. Our calculation shows very weak dependence on
the jet pT of the vacuum jet splitting function. One can
see that a reasonable description of the zg distribution
in p+p (and p-Pb) collisions is obtained from our cal-
culation, which serves as the baseline for studying the
medium modification in relativistic heavy-ion collisions.
In Fig. 2, we present the nuclear modification factor

Rp(zg) of single inclusive jet splitting function in cen-
tral (0-10%) and mid-peripheral (30-50%) Pb+Pb col-
lisions at 5.02 ATeV. The evolution profile of the QGP
medium is provided by the (3+1)-dimensional hydrody-
namic model CLVisc [73, 74]. Figure 2 shows the re-

p_zg_vacuum.eps
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Nuclear modification factor Rp(zg) of
jet splitting function in central 0-10% and mid-peripheral 30-
50% Pb+Pb collisions at 5.02 ATeV for two different jet pT
ranges. The experimental data are taken from CMS [66].
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Nuclear modification factor Rp(zg) of
jet splitting function for four different jet pT ranges in central
0-10% Pb+Pb collisions at 5.02 ATeV. The experimental data
are taken from CMS [66].

sults using two different values of q̂0 (2 and 4 GeV2/fm).
One can see that the modification of jet splitting func-
tion is stronger for larger value of q̂0 and in more cen-
tral collisions. The use of q̂0 = 4 GeV2/fm can describe
quite well the nuclear modification data of the momen-
tum sharing zg distribution from CMS Collaboration. To
further investigate the transverse momentum dependence
of Rp(zg), we present in Fig. 3 the nuclear modification
factor of jet splitting function for more pT ranges in cen-
tral (0-10%) Pb+Pb collisions. Combining with the two
panels for central (0-10%) collisions in Fig. 2, we observe
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Nuclear modification factor Rp(zg) of
single inclusive jet splitting function in central 0-20% Au+Au
collisions at 200 AGeV. The experimental data are taken for
the triggered jets in dijet events from STAR [67].

that within the pT ranges explored here (and by CMS),
the nuclear modification becomes weaker with increasing
jet pT.

In Fig. 4, we show the nuclear modification factor
Rp(zg) of single inclusive jet splitting function in central
(0-20%) Au+Au collisions at 200 AGeV and compare to
the STAR result for the triggered jets in dijet events (the
result for the recoiled jets from STAR is quantitatively
similar) [67]. Here, the QGP medium is simulated utiliz-
ing the (2+1)-dimensional viscous hydrodynamic model
VISHNew [75, 76]. The initial quark transport coeffi-
cient is taken to be q̂0 as 2 GeV2/fm in central Au+Au
collisions at 200 AGeV, which is half of that for central
Pb+Pb collisions at 5.02 ATeV due to the lower initial
density and temperature of the QGP medium. We see
that our calculation provides a good description of the
STAR triggered jet result for the nuclear modification of
the groomed jet zg distribution as well.

One interesting feature from the RHIC result is that
both STAR data and our calculation show much smaller
nuclear modification of the jet splitting function at RHIC
than at the LHC. One obvious effect is the smaller q̂0
and medium size due to the lower collision energy (thus
lower initial energy density and temperature) at RHIC
compared to the LHC. But even with the same value of
q̂0 = 2 GeV2/fm for both RHIC and the LHC, the nuclear
modification is still weaker at RHIC, which is hard to
explain based on the naive expectation from the LHC re-
sult, i.e., the nuclear modification is stronger for smaller
jet energies (thus “should” be not small at RHIC). The
origin of this non-monotonic jet energy dependence of
the nuclear modification of jet splitting function will be
analyzed in detail in the next section.

fig1.eps
fig2.eps
ratio_zg_e_qhat2_rhic.eps
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IV. NON-MONOTONIC JET ENERGY

DEPENDENCE OF Rp(zg)

In the previous section, we have seen that the nu-
clear modification of jet splitting function exhibits a non-
monototic dependence on jet energies. As we will show
in this section, such non-monototic behavior originates
from two competing factors when jet pT increases (de-
creases): (1) the medium-induced contribution to jet
splitting function as compared to the vacuum contri-
bution becomes smaller (larger); (2) the shape of the
medium-induced splitting function with respect to x or
zg becomes deeper (flatter). The first factor can explain
the diminishing nuclear modification of the groomed jet
momentum sharing zg distribution with increasing jet pT
(observed by CMS), while the second factor can explain
the observation of the small modification of the groomed
jet zg distribution for lower pT jets at RHIC (observed by
STAR). The combination of the above two effects gener-
ates a non-monotonic jet pT dependence of the nuclear
modification of jet splitting function.
The first factor can be easily understood from the fact

that within the higher twist formalism, the medium-
induced splitting function is directly controlled by
∫

dτq̂(τ)/k2
⊥

as compared to the vacuum splitting func-
tion. This implies that for a given jet cone size R, since
k⊥ is directly related to jet energy, the medium-induced
contribution to jet splitting function and thus the nuclear
modification of the momentum sharing zg distribution
tends to diminish for increasing jet energies. To quantita-
tively illustrate such effect, we may define the fractional
contribution Fm

i from the medium-induced splitting to
the integrated jet splitting probability as follows:

Fm
i =

∫ 1/2

zcut
dx

∫ k2

R

k2

∆

dk2
⊥
P

med

i (x, k2
⊥
)

∫ 1/2

zcut
dx

∫ k2

R

k2

∆

dk2
⊥

[

P
vac

i (x, k2
⊥
) + P

med

i (x, k2
⊥
)
] .

(12)

In Fig. 5, we show this fractional contribution Fm
i for

quark jets as a function of the jet pT. One observes that
the contribution from the medium-induced splitting to
the total jet splitting probability becomes smaller as one
increases the jet energies at both RHIC and the LHC.
The medium-induced contribution becomes very small
for jet pT > 400-500 GeV at the LHC. This explains
the observation by CMS Collaboration that the nuclear
modification of the groomed jet momentum sharing zg
distribution diminishes for very large jet pT.
On the other hand, as jet pT decreases, the contri-

bution from the medium-induced splitting compared to
the vacuum splitting becomes more important. However,
the nuclear modification of the normalized momentum
sharing zg distribution also depends on the shape of the
medium-induced splitting function. In fact, the shape
of the medium-induced splitting function with respect
to the momentum fraction x or zg are different between
large and small jet energies. Within the higher twist for-
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FIG. 5. (Color online) The fractional contribution Fm from
medium-induced jet splitting to the integrated jet splitting
probability as a function of jet pT at RHIC and the LHC.
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Vacuum and medium-induced zg dis-
tribution for different values of jet pT at the LHC.

malism, one can show that:

∫ k2

R

k2

∆

dk2
⊥
P

med

i (x, k2
⊥
) →

{

1/x , small E;

1/x3 , large E.
(13)

This indicates that with decreasing jet energy, the shape
of the medium-induced splitting function with respect to
x becomes flatter, changing from 1/x3 to 1/x for large
and small jet energy limits. More quantitative result for
this behavior is shown in Fig. 6. One can see that the
medium-induced splitting function becomes flatter with
decreasing jet pT. Combining with the smaller q̂0 and
smaller size of QGP medium at RHIC than at the LHC,
our calculation can explain why STAR observes little nu-
clear modification of the momentum sharing zg distribu-
tion for the groomed jets with pT = 10-30 GeV.
Since there exists a non-monotonic dependence on jet

energy, the maximal nuclear modification of the jet split-
ting function should be in the intermediate jet pT regime.
In Fig. 7, we show our prediction for the nuclear modifi-

p_zg_sum_ratio2.eps
p_zg_comp_induced.eps
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Jet pT dependence of the nuclear mod-
ification factor Rp(zg) of the momentum sharing distribution
for groomed jets at RHIC and the LHC for two zg values:
zg = 0.105 and zg = 0.495.

cation of the groomed jet momentum sharing distribution
as a function of jet pT. For the purpose of good resolu-
tion, we only show the values of the nuclear modification
factor Rp(zg) around the two endpoints: zg = 0.1 and
zg = 0.5. The non-monotonic jet energy dependence of
Rp(zg) can be clearly seen for both RHIC and the LHC.
Note that the nuclear modification effect is smaller at
RHIC than at the LHC (even with the same value of q̂0),
which mainly originates from the fact that both the size
and the initial density of the QGP medium are smaller
at RHIC than at the LHC. From Fig. 7, we see that
the maximal nuclear modification of the groomed jet mo-
mentum sharing zg distribution is at around 50-60 GeV
at RHIC and at around 70-90 GeV at the LHC, respec-
tively. Future measurements of groomed jets with a wider
range of jet pT (lower jet energies at the LHC or larger
jet energies at RHIC) should be able to test our result.

V. EFFECT OF INDEPENDENT SUBJET

ENERGY LOSS

In the previous sections, we have calculated the energy
loss of jets due to the out-of-cone radiation assuming that
the two subjets interact with the QGP medium coher-
ently and lose energy like a single parent parton. Based
on such coherent energy loss assumption for the two sub-
jets, we are able to explain the CMS-STAR puzzle and
have found a non-monotonic jet energy dependence of
the nuclear modification of jet splitting function. In this
section, we will show that the application of indepen-
dent (incoherent) energy loss to the two splitted subjets
cannot explain the nuclear modification pattern of the
groomed jet momentum sharing zg distribution observed
by CMS and STAR Collaborations.
Consider a jet splitting into two subjets with the mo-

mentum fractions z1 and z2 = 1 − z1. Here we take

0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5
0
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gz∆
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gz
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q
=20 GeViniE
=40 GeViniE
=80 GeViniE
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FIG. 8. (Color online) The relation between ∆zg and zinig con-
sidering independent energy loss of the two subjets originated
from gluon jets (at the LHC).

z1 ≤ 0.5 ≤ z2 and thus the initial momentum sharing
variable zinig = z1. If the two subjets lose energy in the
QGP medium independently, then after traversing the
QGP, their energy fractions with respect to the initial
jet energy will be changed and are denoted as z′1 and z′2.
From z1/z2 ≤ 1, one typically obtains z′1/z

′
2 ≤ z1/z2 ≤ 1

since the fractional energy loss usually decreases with in-
creasing jet energy. One may further show that the final
momentum sharing variable zfing = z′1/(z

′
1 + z′2) ≤ zinig ;

this implies the momentum sharing zg becomes smaller
after independent energy loss of the two subjets.
We can test the above effect using the linear Boltz-

mann transport model [24, 80, 81]. Here for simplicity,
we assume that the jet splits into two subjets at the start-
ing time of the QGP formation and then evolve in the
QGP independently. The numerical result for the shift
of the zg value due to the independent energy loss of
the two subjets is shown in Fig. 8 for various jet pT.
We observe that the value of the zg variable indeed be-
comes smaller, which means the energies carried by the
two subjets become more asymmetric after independent
energy loss. One naive expectation would be that the mo-
mentum sharing variable zg distribution becomes deeper.
However, this is not the case. Note that the value of zfing
can be smaller than the cut zcut = 0.1 after independent
energy loss of the two subjets, as shown in Fig. 8. Events
with zg < zcut = 0.1 do not contribute to the final nor-
malized zg distribution, therefore, the above expectation
does not hold.
To perform a more quantitative analysis, we incorpo-

rate the effect of independent subjet energy loss on the
modification of the groomed jet zg distribution as:

dNfin

dzfing
=

∫

d∆zgP (∆zg|zinig )
dN ini

dzinig

∣

∣

∣

∣

zini
g =zfin

g +∆zg

,(14)

where P (∆zg|zinig ) accounts for the effect of the momen-
tum sharing variable shift ∆zg due to the independent

ratio_pzg_e_evo_rhic-lhc3.eps
zgini-zgfinal_deltazg.eps
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FIG. 9. (Color online) The modification effect on the vac-
uum zg distribution at the LHC due to the zg shift caused by
independent energy loss (IEL) for subjets.

subjet energy loss. Since after subjet energy loss, the
value of zfing might be smaller than zcut = 0.1, the fi-
nal normalized momentum sharing distribution should
be obtained as:

pfin(zfing ) =

dN fin

dzfin
g

∫ 1/2

zcut
dzfing

dN fin

dzfin
g

. (15)

First, we apply the independent subjet energy loss ef-
fect on the vacuum splitting function; this mimics the
picture that the vacuum-splitted subjets lose energy in-
dependently in the QGP medium via medium-induced
radiative process. Similar study has also been performed
in Ref. [69]. Our result for the nuclear modification fac-
tor Rp(zg) is shown in Fig. 9. One can see that the
modification pattern of momentum sharing variable zg
distribution is very different from the experimental data
on the nuclear modification of the normalized zg distri-
bution obtained by CMS and STAR Collaborations. In
particular for large jet pT, there is an enhancement at
large zg and a suppression at small zg for the normal-
ized zg distribution. This indicates independent subjet
energy loss may flatten the normalized zg distribution of
the groomed jets (in contradiction to the naive expecta-
tion from the zg shift to smaller values).
In order to understand more clearly the independent

subjet energy loss effect on the zg distribution, we may
analyze Eq. (14) by taking the initial zg distribution to
be a power law, i.e., dN ini/dzinig ∼ 1/(zinig )α. Using a

δ function for the probability distribution P (∆zg|zinig ),
one may perform the integration over d∆zg. The Taylor
expansion for small ∆zg renders:

dNfin

dzfing
≈ 1

|J |
1

(zfing )α

(

1− α
∆zg
zfing

+ · · ·
)

, (16)

where J = 1− d∆zg
dzini

g

∣

∣

∣

zini
g =zfin

g +∆zg
is the Jacobian factor.

One can see from the above equation that the effect of
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FIG. 10. (Color online) The modification effect on the
medium-modified zg distribution at the LHC due to the zg
shift caused by independent energy loss (IEL) for subjets.

independent subjet energy loss on the normalized zg dis-
tribution is controlled by both the shape of the initial
zg distribution and the details of the zg shift (∆zg) as a
function of zinig .

Applying the above argument to Fig. 9, since the ini-
tial input is the vacuum splitting function with a roughly
fixed α value [pvac(zg) ∼ 1/zg, α ∼ 1], the nuclear modifi-
cation pattern of the normalized zg distribution is almost
entirely determined by the shift ∆zg as a function of zg.
From Fig. 8, one can see that the relative zg shift (the
value of ∆zg/zg) at large zg is typically smaller than that
at small zg. Therefore, the shape of the zg distribution
will indeed become flatter after the inclusion of the zg
shift caused by independent subjet energy loss. In ad-
dition to such zg shift effect, the Jacobian factor |J |−1

also plays a role in explaining the detailed modification
pattern as shown in Fig. 9. From Fig. 8, we can see
that d∆zg/dzg is positive (|J |−1 > 1) for small zg and
negative (|J |−1 < 1) for large zg. This means that the
Jacobian factor will cause the suppression effect at large
zg and the enhancement at low zg; this effect is opposite
to the relative zg shift. The combination of the above
two competing effects gives the rich modification pattern
in Fig. 9 for the normalized zg distribution caused by
independent subjet energy loss.

The above flattening effect on the normalized zg dis-
tribution caused by the zg shift also depends the initial
zg distribution (i.e., the value of the power index α):
the flattening effect is typically stronger for larger val-
ues of α. This can be clearly seen in Fig. 10, where we
show the effect of independent subjet energy loss applied
on the medium-modified zg distribution. This mimics
the picture that the two subjets produced from medium-
modified splitting lose energy independently in the QGP
medium. Compared to Fig. 9, we indeed observe a
stronger flattening effect on the normalized zg distribu-
tion; this is because with the inclusion of the medium-
induced splitting contribution, the initial zg distribution

ratio_pzg_e_to_vacuum.eps
ratio_pzg_e_zg-shift_ratio_to-modified.eps
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FIG. 11. (Color online) The nuclear modification factor
Rp(zg) of the groomed jet momentum sharing zg distributions
at the LHC after the inclusion of the effects from medium-
induced splitting and the independent energy loss (IEL) for
subjets.

used here is deeper than the vacuum zg distribution.

In Fig. 11, we show the nuclear modification factor
Rp(zg) of the groomed jet zg distribution with the in-
clusion of independent subjet energy loss as well as the
medium-induced splitting. We see that the medium-
modified normalized zg distribution as compared to the
vacuum one is suppressed at large zg; such effect is larger
for smaller jet pT. Compared to the previous section
where the coherent energy loss of the two subjets is ap-
plied, the most interesting feature is that for a wide range
of jet pT explored here, the non-monotonic jet pT depen-
dence of the nuclear modification factor Rp(zg) disappears
when the independent energy loss of the two subjets is ap-
plied together with the inclusion of the medium-induced
splitting contribution. This seems to suggest that the in-
dependent (incoherent) subjet energy loss cannot explain
the experimental data on the nuclear modification factor
of the normalized zg distribution obtained by CMS and
STAR Collaborations. Considering that the two subjets
would tend to decouple from each other for sufficiently
large angular separation, it would be interesting to vary
the angular separation between the two subjets in future
measurements in order to explore coherent and indepen-
dent subjet energy loss scenarios and in-between.

Finally, to illustrate the effects of different jet-medium
interaction mechanisms on the modification of the zg dis-
tribution, we show in Fig. 12 the modification patterns
of the groomed jet momentum sharing zg distributions
for three different scenarios. For Case (1), we apply co-
herent energy loss of subjets on the medium-modified zg
distribution, which has been described in details in Sec-
tions II, III and IV. For Case (2), independent energy
loss of subjets is applied on the medium-modified zg dis-
tribution; this describes the situation that the two sub-
jets produced from medium-modified splitting lose en-
ergy independently in the QGP medium. For Case (3),
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FIG. 12. (Color online) Modification of the groomed jet zg
distributions at the LHC for three different scenarios: solid for
medium-modified splitting with coherent energy loss (CEL) of
subjets, dashed for medium-modified splitting with indepen-
dent energy loss (IEL) of subjets, and dash-dotted for vacuum
splitting with IEL of subjets.

we put independent subjet energy loss effect on the vac-
uum splitting function, which mimics the picture that
the vacuum-splitted subjets lose energy independently
via the medium-induced radiative process. Case (2) and
Case (3) have been elaborated above in this section. One
can see the clear difference among different jet-medium
interaction scenarios, and only Case (1) can describe the
CMS (and STAR) groomed jet measurements, especially
the jet pT dependence for the nuclear modification of the
momentum sharing zg distribution.

VI. SUMMARY

We have studied the nuclear modification of jet split-
ting in relativistic heavy-ion collisions at RHIC and the
LHC energies based on the higher twist formalism. It is
interesting to find that different subjet energy loss sce-
narios produce different nuclear modification patterns of
jet splitting function. Our result shows that the ob-
served nuclear modification pattern of the zg distribu-
tion of groomed jets cannot be explained solely by the
independent (incoherent) energy loss of the two splitted
subjets. In contrast, with the assumption of coherent en-
ergy loss of the two subjets in the QGP medium, we have
found a non-monotonic jet energy dependence of the nu-
clear modification of jet splitting function: the maximal
modification at intermediate jet energies and diminish-
ing modification at larger and smaller jet energies. Com-
bined with the smaller size and lower density of the QGP
medium at RHIC than at the LHC, our result can explain
the current puzzle between CMS and STAR groomed jet
measurements: strong nuclear modification has been ob-
served for the momentum sharing zg distribution at the
LHC while no obvious modification of the zg distribution

ratio_pzg_e_zg-shift_to-modified.eps
ratio_pzg_e_4bins_3-scenarios.eps
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has been seen at RHIC.
This work constitutes an important contribution to the

study of jet-medium interaction and jet substructure in
relativistic heavy-ion collisions. Future measurements
of the groomed jets with a wider range of jet energies
at both the LHC and RHIC can test our finding about
the non-monotonic jet energy dependence of the nuclear
modification of jet splitting function. The groomed jet
measurements with varying angular separation between
the two subjets can also provide more detailed informa-
tion and more stringent constraint on our understanding
of coherent and independent energy loss scenarios for full
jet shower evolution in the hot and dense QGP produced

in high-energy nucleus-nucleus collisions.
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